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A Joyful Investment
A few years ago I was making a
presentation to a foundation board
on behalf of Northwestern College.
In the course of our conversation,
the chairman of the board asked
why I thought they should support
Northwestern College when there
were other institutions, that were
lessablefinancially, seeking funding.
I thought for a moment and then
responded, "Because I suspect you
don't like mediocrity any more
than I do." They liked the answer.
Typically, donors would rather
support organizations which are
doing well than those which are in
a state of demise. Those that are
doing well would likely be
organizations which are well
managed, good stewards of their
resources and providing a worth-
while service or product. I went on
to tell the committee thatthe quickest
and surest way for a healthy
organization to become unhealthy
would be for those who believed in
its mission to stop supporting it. It
would not take long for any
organization to lose its vitality
without the involvement of its best
supporters. Non-profit organiza-
tions, like NWC, that depend on
the generosity of large numbers of
people, are particularly vulnerable.
The college has just successfully
completed a major capital fund
drive. We were humbled and
encouraged by the generosity of so
many supporters. Gifts, both large
and small, for building construc-
tion, renovation, restoration,
landscaping, student scholarships
and endowment came from
throughout the country. These
gifts have helped us create a
beautifully functional campus and
helped to ensure long-term college
funding. Yet, these capital
campaign gifts do not provide
significant operating budget
monies which are 85 percent
funded from student tuition. A
PRESIDENT'S REPORT
beautiful physical plant does
nothing to fund administrative,
academic, spiritual life and
residential life programs. For this
we continue to be dependent on
the annual generosity of our
constituency.
Using an
analogy from
my coaching
background, I
like to say that
the capital
fund receives
most of the
glory, not
unlike the
football quarterback, but it is the
annual fund, like the lineman,
which makes the college run. I am
very hopeful that our constituency
can bask in the joy of a successful
capital campaign and still realize
the importance of ongoing gifting
through our annual fund budget.
I think I have the best job in the
world. Given my academic
degrees and experience in
educational leadership, I get to do,
on a daily basis, what I've been
prepared to do. Furthermore, I
have the joy of working with
gifted Christian brothers and
sisters. I have the privilege of
doing something that is noble and
worthwhile. Importantly, and
perhaps especially, I have the fun of
interactingwith college-agemen and
women on a daily basis. Itwould
be unfair to ask or expect more.
Just how fortunate I am became
very apparent to me during the
last day of first semester exams. I
was gathering my noon meal at the
food court in the cafeteria when a
senior coed came up to me and
asked if I would join her for lunch.
This was unusual in my
experience-typically I'm asking
students if I may join them! Robin
Chalstrom, from Moorland, Iowa,
and I had a wonderful
Dr. James Bultman
conversation over a good meal.
Although I did not know her well,
I did remember her very meaning-
ful devotions at the Thanksgiving
dinner in Hospers Hall, to which
my wife and I were invited. Robin
is doing her student teaching this
spring in elementary education.
There is little doubt in my mind
that she will make a magnificent
contribution to the lives of many
young children.
But what I would most
remember about this delightful
luncheon was still to occur. As we
parted ways, Robin said to me,
"There must be something for
which you would especially like
me to pray this Christmas season."
Itwasn't a fleeting question-she
really wanted me to prepare her
prayer agenda for the vacation
period. I was impressed with her
thoughtfulness and maturity. I
responded by saying there were
four things on my heart: 1) safety
for members of the college
community who would be
traveling during the holidays; 2)
generous year-end giving by our
constituency; 3) applications from
talented students who could
benefit from a Northwestern
education; and 4) faithfulness to
our mission of providing a
distinctly Christian liberal arts
education of recognized quality.
My great hope is that as a
supporter of NWC, you are able to
derive significant joy from your
investment in the lives of so many
talented young men and women
like Robin Chalstrom. My prayer
and expectation is that your
generosity will be rewarded many
times over as these students impact
the lives of others in their families,
churches and professional careers.
Thank you from all of us.
~!&Jtu~
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Theatre students receive recognition
Several NWC theatre students
were recognized for their accom-
plishments atthe regional American
College Theatre Festival (ACTF)
held in January on the campus of
the University of Northern Iowa.
Senior theatre major Kris Kling
of Sterling, Kan., advanced to the
finals of the Irene Ryan Acting
Northwestern Collegiate
Summer Program
June 15-27, 1997
• A rigorous and joyilJ progrdIl1 for srudenrs
who have completed their junior or senior
reM in high school.
• Close interaction with outstanding professors
in six disciplines.
• Includes a weekend sunpling offinc arts in
Minneapolis and numerous recreational
opportunities.
• 2 hours of college credit
• To receive a brochure, contact the Admissions
Oilierat 1-800-747-4757
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Competition and received the
Award for Best Classical Acting.
As a finalist, he finished in the top
16 of students from an eight-state
region-Iowa, Missouri, Kansas,
Nebraska, Minnesota, North
Dakota, South Dakota and
Colorado. This marks the sixth
year in a row that a Northwestern
actor has been a finalist in the
regional competition.
A one-act play written by Matt
Monthei, a sophomore theatre major
Groups tour
Performing groups represented
Northwestern in seven states and
Canada during March.
Compiling the most miles, the
Symphonic Band gave concerts at
11 sites in Michigan, Ontario, New
York and New Jersey over spring
break in early March.
Also during break, the Drama
Ministries Ensemble gave 15
performances in Iowa, Wisconsin,
Michigan, Illinois and Minnesota.
Over Palm Sunday weekend,
the A cappella Choir performed at
churches in Minnesota.
For information on how your
church or school could host a
Northwestern group, call Harold
Van Der Weide, director of church
relations, at 712-737-7106.
Publishing colloquium
Two NWC professors who had
books published last year par-
ticipated in a colloquium on faculty
publishing on campus in February.
Dr. Beth Doriani, English, and
Dr. Fred Van Dyke, biology, were
joined on a panel by Dr. John
Stackhouse, NWC history
professor from 1987-90 who is now
on the faculty of the University of
Manitoba. Representing publishers
were Rodney Clapp, academic
titles editor for InterVarsity Press,
and BruceWilcox, director of the
University of Massachusetts Press.
from Traer, was one of six in the
region selected to be produced at
the festival. His play, Eintoph, The
Meal of Sacrifice, is the story of a
young man who became aNazi and
his father, who opposed that move.
Eric Connell, a sophomore
humanities major from Council
Bluffs, received runner-up honors
in the National Critics' Institute
competition as part of ACTF. He
received the recognition after
writing critiques of shows presented
at the regional festival. The judge
was Roy Close, a playwright and
retired critic/ editor for the
Minneapolis Star Tribune and the St.
Paul Pioneer Press.
In addition, three theatre majors
were cast in one-acts that were
performed at the festival. Among
those chosen for roles were Kenda
Hallman, a junior from
Millersville, Pa.; Rebecca Hanson,
a Jewell sophomore; and Angela
Smits, an Orange City junior.
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Sports information director dies
Play features student's story
Bill Boote '61, the only sports
information director in the history
of NWC, died Feb. 7 of a heart
attack. He was 64.
Boote immediately began work
as the sports information director
(SID)after graduating from
Northwestern. He served for
many years in a voluntary
capacity and was a part-time
employee of the college for 20
years. He also was a sixth grade
schoolteacher in the Maurice-
Orange City schools for 33 years,
retiring in 1994.
"Billmade a tremendous impact
on the Northwestern College
athletic department," said Todd
Barry, athletic director. "I don't
know if there has been anybody
more committed to Northwestern
athletics. That was his love and
passion in life. We have a huge
void to fill.
"This is a great loss for
Northwestern, the athletic
department, and all of us on the
athletic staff," continued Barry.
"Billwas not only the SID,but he
also was a close friend to everyone
associated with the athletic
program, from the athletic director
and coaches to student-athletes."
Imagine asking a group of 10
college students to tell the story of
their personal faith journey and
then developing a play based on
The play recounts how a
farm family comes under
the influence of cocaine.
what you've heard. That's the job
that JeffBarker, associate professor
of theatre/speech, assigned himself
last fall as the Drama Ministries En-
semble (DME)began the school year.
The result is Rebecca's Story, a 30-
minute play performed this spring
Boote was the 1995recipient of
the NAIA's Ike Pearson Award,
the highest honor an NAIA SID
can receive, based on his
contributions to NWC and to the
athletic association at the regional
and nationallevels. Bootewas a
founder and leader of the Raider
Rooters booster club, the football
PA announcer from 1959-92and
the NAIA District 15information
director during the entire decade
of the 1980s.
An Army veteran, Bootewas a
member of Trinity Reformed
Church. Survivors include his
wife, Ann; two sons, David '85 and
Steven '87; and a daughter, Debra
Walter.
For 36 years, Bill Boote served as sports
publicist for the Red Raiders.
by DMEon a Midwestern tour.
Written and directed by Barker, the
play is the true story of Rebecca
Hanson, a sophomore theatre major
from Jewell, Iowa. In fact, Rebecca
plays herself in the performance.
The play recounts how a farm
family comes under the influence
of cocaine and eventually breaks
up. "It explores how Rebecca
encounters the presence of evil in
her life and the way it hurts her
and the people she loves," says
Barker. "The play attempts to deal
with the issue of human suffering
as it relates to God's grace. It's very
Vander Wilt
joins board
Dr. Judy
Vander Wilt of
Sarasota, Fla.,
has been
appointed to the
NWC Board of
Trustees and
will attend her
first meeting
April 14-15. She Judy Vander Wilt
represen ts the
Reformed Church in America's
Florida Classis on the board.
A member of Northwestern's
education faculty from 1984-93,
she now teaches at the University
of South Florida. Previously, she
taught in the Zeeland, Mich.,
public schools.
Vander Wilt earned a doctorate
in educational psychology from
the University of South Dakota.
She received a master's degree in
special education from Western
Michigan University and a
bachelor's from Hope College.
Her husband is the Rev. Marlin
Vander Wilt '55, pastor of Church
of the Cross, Sarasota, and former
pastor of Orange City's American
Reformed Church.
funny and very poignant and tender."
Performed with the blessing of
Hanson's divorced parents,
Rebecca's Story brought the DME
members together. "I wa tched as
these young men and women were
the church for each other, praying
for each other as they shared very
deeply from their hearts," says
Barker. "This has been an
experience none of us will forget;
we hope our audiences will
experience a piece of the passion
and love that have gone into this."
The play will be performed at
Christ Chapel on April 8 at 7 p.m.
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Study analyzes student satisfaction
Thirty attend Urbana conference
Au Sable Honors Scholarships
Fairly satisfied. In a very con-
densed form, that's the summary of
research undertaken this fall re-
garding the feelings ofcurrentNWC
studentsabout theircollegeexperience.
As an initiative of the college's
task force on retention, nearly 60
percentofthestudent body completed
the Student Satisfaction Inventory
(SSI)in November. An instrument
developed, scored and summarized
by the USAGroup/Noel-Levitz,
the SSImeasures students'
satisfaction with a wide range of
college experiences, based on
majorprinciples ofconsumer theory.
"It appears that our students are
at least as satisfied with
Northwestern College as their
About 30Northwestern
students traveled to Urbana '96, a
missions conference sponsored by
InterVarsity and held on the
University of Illinois campus Dec.
27-31. The NWC group was
among some 19,000students who
came to hear well-known
evangelistic speakers, meet
missionaries from around the
world and get information from
virtually any mission agency.
Senior Jim Daniels said Urbana
focused on more than mission
opportunities. "God taught me
that we are called to meet
Two senior environmental
science majors, Jamie Schmeling of
Miles City, Mont., and Jennifer
Van Leeuwen of LeMars, have
been awarded Honors
Scholarships from the Au Sable
Institute of Environmental Studies,
Mancelona, Mich., to participate in
Institute courses this summer.
The scholarships are awarded to
students who have displayed
superior academic ability in
peers at other colleges are satisfied
with their respective institutions,"
says Dean of Students Paul
Blezien. "However, it is clear that
there are some real sources of
frustration among our students."
When asked to identify the
things they were most dissatisfied
with at NWC, students most
frequently identified academic
concerns-from advising and
programs to registration and
course availability, the food service
and its meal plan, and computers.
Compared to their counterparts at
other private colleges,
Northwestern students registered
significantly less satisfaction
regarding the adequacy and
individuals' needs, whether it is
the hungry, the oppressed, those
who are questioning or those
searching for salvation. We are
"God taught me
that to obey Him,
we need to meet
the needs of others."
His hands, and ifwe are to obey
Him, we need to meet the needs of
others, too," he said.
previous Au Sable courses and
who are considered to have
excellent potential for developing
leadership in Christian
environmental stewardship.
Schmeling will study
Environmental Chemistry. Van
Leeuwen will take Restoration
Ecology and Natural Resources
Practicum: Global Development
and Ecological Sustainability.
accessibility of computer labs,
amount of parking space, ability to
register for needed classes with
few conflicts, protection of freedom
of expression, and adequate library
resources / services.
NWC students were
considerably more satisfied than
the comparison group about the
contribution of intercollegiate
athletics to a strong sense of school
spiri t, comfort of the student
center, concern of residence hall
staff, availability of tutoring
services, and campus safety.
"Our challenge now is to
expand upon this research by
using qualitative research
techniques such as focus groups,"
says Blezien. "Then, our challenge
will be to establish consensus from
all the campus constituencies on
the best manner of addressing the
concerns and frustrations of our
students with various campus
offices,policies and practices."
Ready for business
-
Alumni Director Jay Wielenga shows
off Zwemer Hall's Business Office to
members of the National Alumni
Board. Administrative offices moved
back into the newly-restored building
over spring break.
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Costa Rica site for summer study
Northwestern is offering a new June, students will study the Participants will also study
summer course to meet cross- norms, rules, values, traditions Spanish within the course's
cultural general education and beliefs that are commonly held cultural context, live with Costa
requirements. Topics in Latin among Latin Americans. Rican families and interact with
American Cultural Studies will be local experts in
taught by Dr. Ron Takalo, Latin America's
associate professor of Spanish, evangelical
using the facilities of the Latin movement. Field
American Studies Program in San trip sites will
Jose, Costa Rica. include the Poas
Over four weeks in May and volcano,
cathedrals and
other historic sites,
a rain forest and
coffee plantations.
Northwestern
plans to offer the
interdisciplinary
course on an
annual basis each
summer, with
other faculty
members
involved.
Students serve over spring break
New summer program
for high school students
A two-week program designed
to introduce high school students
to the liberal arts and to the NWC
experience, will debut this
summer. The Northwestern
Collegiate Summer Program runs
from June 15-27for students who
have completed their junior or
senior year in high school. Two
hours of college credit will be
awarded.
Students will have close
interaction with some of
Northwestern's finest professors as
they study in six disciplines:
biology, theatre, English, music,
religion and history. The
experience will include field trips
to the DeSoto Wildlife Refuge on
the Missouri River and a weekend
sampling of fine arts events in
Minneapolis, as well as a number
of recreational opportunities.
To receive a brochure about the
program, contact the Admissions
Office at 1-800-747-4757.
About 130students gave up
their spring break to aid others
through spring service projects. In
March, groups worked at 12sites
throughout North America.
A number of students served in
a variety of urban ministries in
such locales as New Orleans,
Students in a new summer course will live with Costa Rican
families and explore the norms, values and beliefs commonly
held among Latin Americans.
Homecoming '97
October 3-5
Reunion dinners for the
Classes of 1962, 1972, 1977,
1982, 1987 and 1992.
Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Denver
and New YorkCity. Other groups
helped out at a Mexican
orphanage; aided a Habitat for
Humanity project in Fresno, Calif.;
worked on projects at a Christian
ranch in Montana; assisted a
church's outreach program in
Phoenix; worked with troubled
youth at a residential setting in
New Hampshire; helped with
construction projects for a
Christian agency in Lindale, Texas;
and did projects at homes for the
developmentally disabled in
Syracuse, N.Y.
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Grant funds course on science and religion
A $10,000grant from the John
Templeton Foundation has
enabled Northwestern to offer an
interdisciplinary course
integrating natural sciences and
religion. Ten upperclassmen are
enrolled this semester in Christian
Thought in a ScientificWorld,
taught by Drs. Sara Tolsma, G.
Faculty and staff news
Ron Dykstra, groundskeeper, Karen Barker, theatre, pre-
was honored in February as the sented two workshops on "Drama
1996Turf Manager of the Year by in Worship" for the Mid-Triennial
the Iowa Sports Turf Managers Assembly of the Reformed Church
Association. The organization Women's Ministries, Synod of the
includes individuals charged with Heartland, in Sioux Falls in
the upkeep of sports fields at November. Her husband, Jeff
colleges, school districts and Barker, theatre, had his play,
athletic clubs. Dykstra serves as Unspoken for Time, receive its pro-
the northwest Iowa representative fessional premiere. The Saltworks
on the association's board. Theatre Company of Pittsburgh
performed the play Jan. 17-Feb.9.
Dr. Matt Floding, chaplain,
spoke at a conference entitled
"Assessing the Character-Building
EffortsofColleges and Universities"
at Florida State University in
February. Floding presented a
paper, "A Collegiate Chapel
Program Can Encourage Faith
Maturity." which shared findings
from his doctoral disserta tion
research. The meeting was
sponsored by the university's
Institute on College Student Values.
Dr. James Bultman, president,
began in February a two-year term
as chairman of the Board of
Directors for the Coalition for
Christian Colleges and
Universities. The Coalition
includes 90 member colleges and
universities, with a total
enrollment of about 150,000
students, dedicated to the cause of
Christ-centered education.
Bultman also is now a member
of the Administrative Committee
for the NAIA Council of Presidents.
In that role, he is among five
presidents who provide oversight
and leadership for the 362-member
college organization.
Additionally, he has been named
chairman of the Board of Directors
for the Colleges of Mid-America, a
group of five church-related
colleges in Iowa and South Dakota,
and a member of the Executive
Committee of the Iowa College
Foundation's Board of Governors.
Henry Veldhuis and Don Wacome.
Designed to foster sustained
critical reflection on the relation of
the Christian world view and the
world view of natural science, the
four-credit hour course included a
common core component the first
half of the semester and
disciplinary components in
Ed Starkenburg, education,
presented a paper at February's
national convention of the
Association of Teacher Educators
in Washington, D.c. He spoke on
"Social Class and Children's
Literature," the pilot study for his
doctoral dissertation at the
University of Northern Iowa.
Dr. Jackie Smallbones, religion
and Christian education, par-
ticipated in Hope College's Veritas
Forum in January. She was part of
a panel and conducted a workshop
on the authenticity of faith.
Dr. Jeff Ford, history, had an
article published in a recent issue
of First Things: A Monthly Journal
of Religion and Public Life. The
article was entitled "Mercy Killing
at Golgotha." Ford also presented
a paper, "The Toleration of
Protestant Marriage in Late 16th
Century France," at last fall's 16th
Century Studies Conference in St.
Louis.
biology, philosophy and physics
the last half. During the first half,
students wrote part of a paper
thinking in a general way abou t
strategies for putting faith and
science together. They will revise
and expand the paper in the
second half, applying that frame-
work to their particular discipline.
Dr. Dick Van Holland, business
and economics, has been chosen as
president-elect of the Iowa
Business Education Association
(IBEA). He will chair the
committee planning the October
1997convention and assume the
responsibilities of president at the
close of that meeting. IBEAis
comprised of college, high school
and middle school business
educators throughout the state.
The u.s. Fish and Wildlife
Service has authorized funding for
a third year of biology professor
Dr. Fred Van Dyke's study of the
response of plant and bird
communi ties to the effects of
prescribed burning. This summer's
field work will be conducted at the
DeSoto National Wildlife Refuge
near Missouri Valley, Iowa. Senior
Jamie Schmeling will live at the
refuge and serve as principal field
assistant on this project, as she did
last year.
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for the 21st century
None of Northwestern's
computer staff are sneaky like
Sandra Bullock in The Net or a spy
like Tom Cruise in Mission
Impossible, but they're certainly the
computer heroes on our campus
because technologically,
Northwestern is more advanced
than many small private colleges
in the country.
The biggest reason for
Northwestern's technological
advantages is a high-speed,
campuswide, fiber-optic based
network. Every computer on
campus, except one, is linked to
the network, and all the rooms in
Northwestern's newest residence
hall, North Hall, have network
ports. The other residence hall
rooms on campus will be wired to
Last fall Gateway 2000
committed to giving
NWC 10 top-of-the line
computers to equip the
High Performance
Computing Lab.
the network this summer.
Currently there are over 120
computers on campus dedicated
to student use. These computers
are available in the lounges of
every residence hall, in the library
and in the main classroom
building.
The network provides all
students with their own e-mail
account, from which they can
ON CAMPUS
by Tamara Fynaardt
L
Board of Trustees members get a demonstration of the distance learning capabilities
offered by the new leN Classroom.
10 top-of-the-line computers. The
goal of this gift is to equip
Northwestern's High Performance
Computing Lab with the most
powerful computers on the
market. They have multi-media
capabilities, speakers, CD-ROMs
and 17-inch,high-resolution color
monitors-the best Gateway 2000
has to offer. The High
Performance Lab is available to all
students and can be reserved for
individuals or whole classes.
New on campus is a distance
learning classroom, made possible
by the Iowa Communications
Network (ICN), a fiber-optic
system linking all of Iowa's 99
counties. Students will now be
able to take classes offered by
other colleges and universities in
Iowa via two-way, interactive
video cameras. If a class students
want for their major isn't available
at Northwestern but is available at,
say, the University of Iowa, they
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receive and send electronic mail to
anyone around the world who has
e-mail capabilities. Students also
have free access to over 80 different
software packages likeMicrosoft
Word, Netscape, Corel Draw, SAS
and SigmaPlot. The variety of
software allows students to do
word processing, spreadsheets,
graphic design, statistics research,
science experiments by computer
and much more. Students can
even search libraries, both at
Northwestern and around the
world, from any computer on
campus.
Students who tire of searching
libraries for information can surf
the Internet. There are no fees for
Internet surfing at Northwestern,
and students are finding ways to
use this new source of information
for academic research-and, of
course, for fun.
Last fall Gateway 2000
committed to giving Northwestern
could take the
class, individually
or with a group,
sitting in front of a
screen with a U of I
professor on it. The
professor would be
able to see them,
too, so they could
talk back and forth.
Staying abreast
of current
technology has not
been mission
impossible for
Northwestern
College. Thanks to
the professionals
and student
assistants in com-
puting services,
NWC is on the ball
and in the net.
A computer science major uses an X-Window terminal in the
Learning Resource Center.
Blast from thePast
This photo was taken in 1941-42,when theL.C. Smith Super-
Speed Typewriter was high-tech. If yqu can identify someone in the
picture, please contact Northwestern Archivist Nella Kennedy at
712-737-7240or by mail at Northwestern College, 1017th St. SW,
Orange City, IA 51041.
Sorting through
the techno-hype
Many colleges brag about their
computers and network, but the
actual performance and capabilities
vary widely. The following
questions help prospective students
sort through the hype and uncover
the real capabilities.
1. What type of campuswide local
area network do you have, and at
what speed does it operate?
NWC has afiber-optic, ethernet
backbone operating at 10 megabits per
second.
2. Is access from residence hall
rooms the same speed as the rest of
the canlpus, and are the same
services available across campus?
Every residence hall room at NWC is
being connected at 10 megabits per
second, and if the student's computer is
a 486 or higher, it can access all
network servers, printers and software.
3. What percentage of the residence
halls are connected to the network,
and what percentage of the student
rooms are connected?
All of Northwestern's residence halls
are connected with networked
computers in the study lounges. 27
percent of residence hall rooms
currently have network ports, and the
goal is to have a "port for every pillow"
when school starts next fall.
4. What is the ratio of students to
computers, and of the computers
available to students, how many
and what type were purchased
during the last three years?
At Northwestern, there is one
computer for approximately every 10
students. In 1994, NWC purchased 20
486DX PCs; in 1995, 22 Pentium PCs;
and in 1996, 55 Pentium PCs.
5. What is the speed of Internet
access, and what does it cost
students to use?
Northwestern has a TI link that
operates at 1.4 megabits per second,
and access is free.
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TRADITIONS
Having an Arctic
by Duane Beeson
Yf Common 'Bond
Freshman beanies ...airband
contest ...May Day celebrations ...
mud volleyball. If you've been
a student at Northwestern,
chances are that you experienced
at least some of those traditions.
And by participating in them,
you instantly developed a com-
mon bond with other NWC
students-maybe generations or
miles apart from you-who also
were involved during their
time in Orange City.
"Traditions provide all kinds
of connections-with one
another, with the institution,
and with the institutional
identity-that transcend time,"
says Dean of Students Paul
Blezien. "As long as the
traditions don't become more
important than the institution
to which they are attached and
don't forget the mission of the
school, they are very valuable
in terms of helping to build a
sense of community."
Over the next few issues of
The Classic and Northwestern
News, we will focus on specific
traditions that have held mean-
ingful roles in the lives of NWC
students. Ifyou have suggestions
for this series, please contact
Duane Beeson at 712-737-7116
or beeson@nwciowa.edu.
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While the sanity of
participating in such an
event can be questioned,
the bonding that results
from the activity cannot.
ast
It's three degrees below zero,
with a windchill of 36below, as a
few late-comers slide over the
snow- and ice-covered sidewalks
into Christ Chapel for a student
clarinet recital. Suddenly the calm
of a typical Sunday afternoon in
Orange City, Iowa, is shattered by
the roar from a mob of scantily-
clad college men.
The chant of "Great White
North, Great White North"
intensifies as the
group runs from
Colenbrander
Hall to Zwemer
Hall, wearing
only shorts,
shoes and hats
of questionable
fashion.
Welcome to the Great White
North Expedition (GWN), Super
Bowl Sunday 1997. Momentarily,
thoughts turn away from the
pending Packers/Patriots game to
the maniacal antics of about 2S
young men.
Has cabin fever driven them
stark-raving mad? Did they flunk
one too many tests from Dr.
Kennedy' No, they're just
continuing the IS-year tradition
established by a group of men who
are now, for the most part,
reportedly well-adjusted providers
for families and attendees of
Promise Keepers events.
The 1997 Great White North pioneers
begin their cross-campus expedition.
After posing for pictures in front
of Zwemer Hall, the latest edition
of GWN pioneers race into Fern
Smith Hall. Continuing their
chants, they run through the halls,
stopping occasionally to crowd
into a coed's
room, close the
door, shout
"contract"
(because they
could receive a
disciplinary
contract for being
in a woman's
room with the door shut) and
serenade her with You've Lost That
Lovin' Feeling.
Within the course of about 30
minutes, the men will have run
through all the women's halls and
the student center, been soaked
with cold water by some
onlookers, and successfully kept
another NWC tradition alive.
It all started on Super Bowl
Sunday '82 when some freshmen
from the third floor of
Colenbrander were wal king back
from lunch. "We said, 'Wouldn't it
be funny to do something in
conjunction with Super Bowl
Sunday?" recalls Gary Swart.
"We talked about getting our
swim trunks on and watching the
game outside on lawn chairs. I
don't know how we wound up
running around in the snow."
The event got its name from a
sketch done by Bob and Doug
W~y Do T~EYDo T~is?
• "It's a community-building
event and it doesn't happen
anywhere else in the world."
Jim Daniels '98
• "Maybe it's because it's in
the middle of winter in Iowa.
Probably it's because it's such a
perfect, crazy college thing to
do." Dr. Steve Locker '85
• "It's a great bonding time; it
brings everyone together."
Jeremy Pickard '99
• "It certainly isn't the
sanity of it, I'll tell you that.
Actually, the insanity of it is
probably the reason." Bill
Swart '88
all the running, yelling and
whooping," explains freshman
Nate Meierbachtol.
While the sanity of
participating in such an event
certainly can be questioned, the
bonding that results from the
activity cannot. GWN founders,
and some later participants,
annually get together to continue
the camaraderie begun at NWC.
First held on Super Bowl
weekend, now over Labor Day,
the reunions are still referred to
as the Great White North
Expedition. Last year's event at
Lake Okoboji brought together
some 20 husbands, wives and
children. A smaller nucleus of
McKenzie on the late night
comedy show, Second City TV.
"We were always mimicking their
Canadian brogue," says Steve
Locker.
By the time the founders were
seniors, Great White North had
become a Colenbrander-wide
event growing in popularity. The
tradition has continued with only
one year missed. Today, men
who live in any of the three
residence halls are invited to
participate.
The Classic's investigative
reporter could find no accounts of
frostbite from the 15GWN
expeditions. And while past
participants reported having
permanent goose bumps for a
couple of days after the event, this
year's runners said they weren't
even cold when they got back
inside Coley. "We didn't need to
warm up when we got done
because we were sweating from
T~E RulES
• Participants may wear only
shorts, shoes,glovesand headgear.
• The leader is called Major
Cold. Minimum qualifications
include being a resident of
Colenbrander Hall, being easily
excitable, and being willing to
wear a special cape.
• The official temperature and
windchill are obtained by calling
KSOU(formerly KVDB)radio
station in Sioux Center. The
numbers are recorded on a sign
held prominently in the group
photo taken in front of Zwemer
Hall.
1985 GWN participants get some help spinning around in the snow.
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They're just continuing a is-year tradition
established by a group of men who are
now, reportedly, well-adjusted attendees of
Promise Keepers
events.
those men, living in
the Orange City
area, meet on a
weekly basis.
And every month
the Great White
North Chronicles, a
round-robin letter,
makes its way from
one former GWN
runner to another.
With the subtitle of
"a commitment to
encouraging one
another in the
faith," the letter
does more than
recount tales of
college capers. "It
carries on the level
of conversation we
had when we were
at Northwestern,"
says BillSwart '88,
"kicking the world
around, discussing
life issues."
YOU
+
The Northwestern
Student
Government
NEWBOOKS
How? Simple. During the 1997
Spring Annual fund Phonathon. we.
members of the Northwestern
Student Government Association,
will be calling parents and friends of
NWC to ask for your help with our
efforts to better academic resources
in Ramaker Library.
Half of all money raised during
the Phonathon will go toward the
purchase of new books for student
research and general use. In fact,
with a $40 gift. you can "donate" a
book in honor of someone special
(e.g.. your son or daughter who is or
was a Northwestern student. a
spouse. a parent. etc.). A sticker will
then be placed in a newly-purchased
book acknowledging your generous
gift.
Beginning March 12. you can
expect a call from a student
government representative. We
hope you will consider supporting
our efforts to better the NWC
experience for all students with a gilt
to the 1997 Spring Annual fund
Phonathon. We look forward to
talking with you!
The Great White North group from 1996 gathers in front
of Zwemer Hall for the annual photo.
Ask TI-JE DOCTORS
Some find it interesting that of
the seven or eight founders of
Great White North, two are now
medical doctors. From their
personal experiences on GWN,
and from their medical expertise,
they offer this advice to future
participants.
Dr. Steve Locker '85, a general
surgeon in Orange City: "When
your skin feels like it's starting to
crack, it's time to go inside." Did
he ever get to that point? "Oh,
yeah." Locker adds that
the tradition of taking hot showers
afterward can be quite beneficial.
Dr. Gary Swart '85, emergency
physician at the Medical College
of Wisconsin in Milwaukee:
"Run really fast." As an E.R.
doctor, Swart occasionally fields
questions by reporters about the
dangers faced by shirtless Packer
fans attending games in below-
zero windchills. "Every time, I
think of Great White North."
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Biermann makes impact on court and off
Nesper revels in college learning
by Tamara Fynaardt
Five foot, 11 inches with very
long reddish hair and green eyes,
freshman Krista Biermann is not
immediately intimidating. But
stand opposite her side of the net
on the volleyball court, and you
will want to run for cover. The
Hardin, Mont., native is one of the
reasons Northwestern's volleyball
team was able to finish the 1996
season at the NAIA national
tournament in San Diego. One of
the best hitters in the conference,
Krista was named the Top
Newcomer for the Raiders.
Surprisingly, though, volleyball
is not what Krista identifies as the
best thing about college so far.
When asked about that, Krista
says, "You know, I think the best
thing so far has been my sociology
class. Professor Yoder's class has
really opened my eyes to why I am
the kind of person I am and the
by Duane Beeson
Ask Zac Nesper how he's grown
since coming to Northwestern
College, and he says a better
question is, "In which ways
haven't I grown?" In other words,
the Zac Nesper of 1997isn't the
same guy who came to NWC in
1994from Bellflower, Calif.
"I hated school in high school,"
says Zac, emphasizing his distaste
for learning by rote, simply "regur-
gitating" memorized information
back on tests. Today, he revels in
the collegiate focus on talking
about ideas and analyzing different
philosophies and modes of thought.
"Some of my best memories of
Northwestern are the times
hanging out in the dorm talking
about things and having debates
with 10-15people over lunch in
the cafeteria," says Zac. He also
points out his appreciation for the
close interaction he's had with
STUDENT PROFILES
opportuni ties I take for granted
just because I was born into a
middle-class family in Montana
instead of in inner-city Chicago or
even
Africa."
Krista is
the first to
admit that
she's not
the same
person
she was in
high
school,
that she's
grown tremendously over the
course of one semester.
A recipient of a prestigious
Peale Scholarship for her
excellence in academics, extra-
curricular activities and
leadership, Krista is excited to be
majoring in social work at NWC.
"The professors really want us to
faculty members. 'Tve enjoyed
the opportunity to talk for 11/2-2
hours at a time with my economics
professor. The willingness of
faculty to provide help and advice
is one of Northwestern's strengths.
"I've grown a lot intellectually,
and I've also learned a lot about
my faith. In high school, I thought
I knew the basics, but now I have a
better understanding of why I
believe what I believe."
Zac says Northwestern's chapel
program has been an important
ingredient in his spiritual growth.
Another factor was his experience
talking with inmates at a
maximum security men's prison in
Florida last year, as part of a
spring service project. "It
reminded me how important grace
is. In God's eyes, the murderer
and rapist, if they have asked for
forgiveness, are every bit as
righteous as I am. I met some
understand the field of social
work, not just from the books, but
for real. They find opportunities
for us to volunteer outside the
classroom to get real-life experience
and see if this is really the career
we want. They also are very
honest-social work involves a lot
of paperwork; the professors make
sure we know what we are in for."
Once the volleyball season was
over, Krista found time to get
involved with student ministries.
Her particular interests are in
ministering to the homeless and
those in prison.
Although she has made a big
impact on the volleyball court, that
is not the area Krista is most con-
cerned with. She admits she doesn't
know exactly what kind of impact
she will have over four years at
Northwestern, but she hopes it is
only the beginning of a career and
a life spent making a difference.
of the
strongest
Christians
I have
ever met,
and I in-
creased
my ability
to share
my faith."
Ajunior
business
administration/ financeandeconomics
major whose campus activities
vary from being a cheerleader and
playing intramural softball to serv-
ingasa tutor and student government
leader, Zac plans to go to graduate
school to pursue either a Ph.D. in
economics or an MBA. Whether
he decides to teach or work in the
business arena, Zac says he knows
he wants to use his career to be a
witness to those around him,
helping them grow like he has.
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KIM JONGERIUS
Assistant Professor of
Mathematics
My first teaching experiences
came at summer camp and other
outdoor programs throughout the
year. I began by teaching group
games and outdoor skills
including fire building, tool skills
and backpacking. What I learned
about myself through these
experiences was that I really liked
helping kids discover that they
could in fact develop skills in (and
even enjoy!) areas which they
thought were beyond their
abilities. Perhaps that's one of the
main reasons I eventually decided
to teach mathematics, and
certainly it is one which continues
to push me to find ways to do my
job more effectively.
Another aspect of teaching
which I find particularly
rewarding is breaking students'
misconceptions about math and
mathematicians. For example,
many people have latched onto the
idea that there is only one way to
RON JUFFER
Professor of Education
"As a teacher I possess
tremendous power to make a
child's life miserable or joyous. I
can be a tool of torture or an
instrument of inspiration. I can
humiliate or humor, hurt or heal.
In all situations it is my response
that decides whether a crisis will
be escalated or de-escalated, and a
child humanized or de-
humanized. "
This quote from Dr. Haim
Ginott, which reflects the influence
of a teacher, also mirrors my
primary goal as an educator. It is
my hope that I can somehow make
a difference in shaping lives,
helping people use their abilities to
the fullest.
I wanted to be a teacher and
coach from my earliest days of
WHY I TEACH
solve any given problem, and they
quit in frustration if they don't
understand a particular method.
They think of mathematicians as
people who have mastered all the
methods and can therefore solve
everything. This promotes the
idea that mathematicians are dull
people who follow the same
boring routines again and again.
In fact, mathematicians are among
the most creative people in the
world, continually coming up with
new approaches to old problems
as well as new problems to study.
I try to get my students to
experience this fact firsthand by
encouraging them to look for
alternative solutions, by presenting
more than one approach to many
problems we work in class, and by
stressing repeatedly that any
method they choose (even one
which we have never discussed or
I have never seen before) is fine as
long as they explain their work
clearly and each step is
mathematically correct.
These reasons for teaching
would work in any setting, but
vocational
decision-
making. I still
vividly recall
the influence
some of my
earlier teacher /
coaches had on
my life.Ilooked
forward to Dr. Ron Juffer
similar oppor-
tunities. As a teacher / coach at the
junior high and high school levels,
I often experienced considerable
satisfaction in observing and
participating in the growth of
young people. At the college level,
I appreciate the challenge of pre-
paring students for the important
profession of teaching. With our
changing society, I don't believe
there has ever been a time where
we needed committed and quality
teachers as much as we do today.
there are
additional
benefits to
teaching at
NWC. HereI
can get to
know
students fairly
well since the
atmosphere Dr.KirnJongerius
encourages
faculty /student interaction and
many students take two or more
classes from me. It is exciting to
track the growth of individual
students, both academically and
personally, as they progress
through a cycle of math courses.
The best reward for teaching is
being able to watch and share in
the development of students from
uncertain freshmen into
upperclassmen sure of their
abilities.
A member of Northuiestem's faculty since
1993, Jongerills earned doctoral and master's
degrees in mathematics from Colorado St~te
Ulliversity. Her undergraduate work, WIth
majors in mathematics and English, was
completed at Northern Arizona University.
For me, teaching also has many
other benefits. It forces me to stay
abreast of what is happening in the
world through interaction with
students and colleagues. It also
allows me to use creativity in
trying to find the best ways to
stimulate students to comprehend,
apply, analyze, design and
evaluate. In addition, I find that
teaching helps me stay young as
my life often revolves around the
activities of young people.
As a teacher, 1have the
opportunity to touch the future.
Jllffer joined the NWC faCility in 1967,
after seven years ofteacl/ing in his hometown
of Sioux Center. A fanner coach of the Raider
baseball, men's basketball, and men's and
women's tennis teams, he received the 1990
Northwestern Teaching Excellence Award. He
gradllnted from Mornillgside College and
earned master's alld doctoral degrees ill
education from the University of South
Dakota.
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by Tamara Fynaardt
Foreigners often imagine most
Americans must be like the ones
on the silver screen-liberal
extroverts who live fast-paced
lives in coastal cities. Imagine the
surprise, then, of Dr. Jackie
Smallbones, native of Durban,
South Africa, upon first arriving in
the heart of America's heartland,
Iowa, where there are few cities,
no coasts and very few citizens
obstacle to overcome, and
Smallbones worked for several
years before college as a clerk to be
able to support herself in the Ll.S.
Looking back, she is glad of the ex-
perience to have come to America
on her own and to have financed
much of her education herself-it
has made her a stronger and more
sure professor and person.
Smallbones earned her bachelor's
in religious education from Wash-
ington BibleCollege. After a
,-ll-------------__:;;:----..".., short timeback inSouth Africa,
Smallbones returned to the
U'S, to Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School for her
master's inChristian education.
When asked about her
decision to pursue Christian
education, Smallbones says
she "just fell into it. I really
wanted to teach the Bible,but
I grew up in a community
where women didn't teach
scriptures. I worked training
Sunday school teachers in
South Africa but found that
the South African pastors
seemed threatened by me-I
think they were uncomfortable
with a woman who had a
Dr. Jackie Smallbones, a native of South Africa, master's degree." Woman or
enjoys peaceful walks in Iowa snowfalls. not, determined to pursue her
heart's interests, Smallbones
returned again to college, this time
earning a doctorate in theology
from the University of Durban-
Westville in Natal, South Africa.
In 1994,when her position as
academic dean at Evangelical Bible
Seminary of Southern Africa was
eliminated due to financial
constraints, America once again
became the land of opportunity for
SmaJlbones. Now, well into her
second year as a member of the
religion department at NWC,
Smallbones has adjusted and
enjoys small town life out on the
"frontier." Although living in Iowa
means she is far from her family
and even her American friends,
she enjoys the safety of Orange
City and the peacefulness. "It is
amazingly quiet when it snows,"
she says. "Walking when the snow
is falling is a good time to think."
Smallbones enjoys teaching the
scriptures because of the benefit of
being able to stay close.to them
herself. In addition to her teaching,
renewed interests include studying
and writing, mostly about
spirituality. "I believe the essence
of Christianity is knowing God and
having an intimate knowledge of
Him and a relationship with Him."
Smallbones' students don't
believe she's a native of South
Africa because she's Caucasian.
Other than that, she says, they're
not real curious about her
homeland. Geography aside, one
of Smallbones' concerns is shaking
A former academic dean and dean of
students, Small bones looks for
opportunities to challenge Northwestern
students in her religion courses.
her students' foundations and
getting them to be intentional about
rebuilding those foundations
solidly with their own ideas, not
just the ideas they grew up with.
She claims that most, or at least
many, of her students appreciate
being challenged, even ifnot at first.
About teaching, she says, "Even if
I find only a few students who are
open, Iwill pour myself into them."
who would be described as liberal
extroverts. She admits her first
reaction was probably similar to
that of some of the first travelers to
Iowa, "Can I survive here?"
Growing up in South Africa,
Smallbones knew she wanted to
attend a Bible college in the United
States. As she got older, though,
she became less sure of traveling
so far from home. But a cousin
had studied at a Bible college in
Washington, D.C., so Smallbones
overcame her first obstacle, fear
and shyness, and decided she
would come to America.
Finances presented another
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When Brian Cottrell '80 (see
story on P: 23)needed to be on
indefinite leave from his job at the
Iowa Department of Transporta-
tion (DOT) due to a kidney
transplant, fellow employees
donated enough vacation hours to
him that he and his family
continued to receive a paycheck
for four months after his transplant
surgery. This generosity is just
one manifestation of the personal,
caring atmosphere that DOT
Director Darrel Rensink has tried
to foster during his 10years with
the Iowa Department of
Transportation.
While many shy away from the
demands of public service,
Rensink loves it. Public service
involves two of the things he
enjoys most-people and serving
others. After graduating from
Northwestern Junior College in
1958,Rensink went to work for the
city of Sioux Center under Mayor
Maurice Te Paske. Today, a
picture of Te Paske hangs on the
wall of Rensink's office, and
"I'm very sensitive
to criticism of the
Department of
Transportation, but
I try to use that
criticism to motivate
myself to be more
responsive to the
public."
Rensink credits Te Paske as the
most influential person in his
political career. Using his own
political savvy, Te Paske
introduced Rensink to the
challenges, responsibilities and
rewards of serving for the good of
the public. "I remember," says
Rensink, "he was always
encouraging me to use my free
time to get involved, to attend
ALUMNI PROFILE
office. He admits that the DOT
often is unappreciated for all it
does to keep Iowa's roads, rivers
and airways in prime condition,
but he says that goes with the job
and down deep, he believes that
the citizens of Iowa know the DOT
is doing its best with the resources
available. "Public officials live in
glass houses. I'm very sensi tive to
criticism of the DOT, but I try to
use that criticism to motivate
myself to be more responsive to
the public. Sometimes criticism
occurs because the public doesn't
understand what we are doing.
My belief is that we need to be
better communicators because
even if they don't like it, citizens
will respond better if they feel
we're being honest and fair with
them."
One of the biggest challenges of
his tenure as director so far has
been choosing a new design for
Iowa's license plates, which took
effect at the beginning of this year.
"I think every DOT director
should go through a re-issue of
license plates," laughs Rensink.
"It's an issue that affects all
motorists, thus it gets a lot of
public attention, and you can't
please everyone." Rensink says
one of the most rewarding
moments so far was on Dec. 17,
1996,when the transportation
commission approved widening
more of Hwy. 20 to four lanes.
Rensink had a key role in making
Directing
Traffic
by Tamara Fynaardt
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political meetings and learn the
political system."
Rensink served the city of Sioux
Center for 29years, ending his
career there as city manager.
During that time, he also was a
commissioner for the Department
of Transportation, and in 1984he
ran as the sixth district Republican
nominee for U.S.Congress.
Despite losing, Rensink says it was
a "fascinating, great experience. I
met thousands of people, and even
if they weren't going to vote for
me, they were highly respectful of
what I was doing. The expressions
of appreciation were
overwhelming."
In 1987,Rensink was appointed
by Governor Terry Branstad as the
deputy director for the Iowa DOT.
The relocation to Ames held
potential for Rensink because,
despite a successful career so far,
he had regrets about not having a
bachelor's degree. Rensink was
enrolled at Iowa State University,
set to pursue a political science
degree, when the DOT director
resigned and he was appointed the
interim director. In 1988,Rensink
was appointed Iowa's DOT
director, ending hopes for
additional college experience, but
opening the door to national
political responsibilities and
recognition.
Rensink's goal as DOT director
is to make transportation in Iowa
better than it was when he took
As the 10-year director of the Iowa Department of Transportation, Darrel Rensink '58 oversees 4,000 employees and
11,000 miles of road, as well as the state's rivers and airways. He's also serving as the 1997 president of the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials.
that happen and appreciated the
opportunity to be involved and
make an impact. "That's the kind
of thing that keeps me 'scratching'
to go to work every day," he says.
Having recently completed a
year as the vice president of the
American Association of State
Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO), Rensink now
serves as the organization's 1997
president. As president, he hopes
to foster a higher level of national
awareness for transportation
issues. He believes that a strong
American economy is dependent
on a strong national transportation
system and hopes legislators will
begin to see the connection and
devote more resources to
maintaining and improving what
is already the best transportation
system in the world.
In all of his responsibilities,
Rensink has drawn on his positive
experiences at Northwestern
College, where he admits he grew
up and where he discovered it is
possible for a large group of
diverse people to still feel like a
family. Responsible for 4,000
employees and 11,000miles of
road, not to mention rivers and
airways, Rensink is an advocate for
the "family" that is formed
between fellow employees and an
advocate for their families at home,
advising those he comes into
contact with to never compromise
their values and to never miss an
important family event because of
work. Almost 60 years old and
still working 60-75hours per week,
Rensink is proud that his career
still takes third place behind his
wife, [o, and children and
grandchildren and his spiritual
values.
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x3"Shock," say both Peggi andDon Thies and Ann and JonOpgenorth, recalling their initialreactions to learning they would
be the parents of triplets. Peggi
remembers that when her doctor
discovered another baby in
addition to the two she could
already see on the ultrasound
screen, it suddenly became very
quiet in the examination room.
Then Don said, "Well, I guess we
just solved our tax problem."
When Ann and Jon told their
three-year-old daughter, Lauren,
that they were having three babies,
she thought it was great because
then mom, dad and Lauren could
each have a baby to hold.
Don and Peggi (Vander Linden
'91) Thies' triplets are four years
old. Paige is the most vivacious and
affectionate. The first-born, she also
is the most bossy. Amelia is quiet,
but, Peggi says, very determined
Their daily routine begins
at about 7 a.m., and by the
time everyone has had
breakfast, gotten dressed,
made their beds and had
their hair combed, it is
time for lunch.
when she wants to be heard.
Emma, the youngest and smallest,
is an easy-going tomboy and was
going to fill the "boy role" until
Dillon came along two years later.
The Thies family lives on a farm
near Melvin, Iowa. Don jokes that
he and Peggi's marriage was
arranged because they first met on
a blind date. They married over
Peggi's spring break in '89. They
were concerned about being able
to have children due to Peggi's
ALUMNI PROFILE
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bout with ovarian cancer at age 18.
Now, four kids later, Peggi says
their family is complete.
Their daily routine begins at
about 7 a.m., and by the time
everyone has had breakfast, gotten
dressed, made their beds and had
their hair combed,
it is time for lunch.
Peggi's pet peeve is
people who ask
her, "00 you
work?" referring,
of course, to work
that happens
outside the home
and not the three to
four loads of
laundry she does
every other day.
The most difficult
part of having
triplets so far, says
Peggi, has been
potty training. "1
bought three potty
chairs, and I would
sit them all down at once. They'd
get to talking and think itwas a
party. They'd sit there for hours
and forgetwhatitwas theywere sup-
posed tobe doing in the first place."
The most rewarding part has
been day-to-day pleasures and
seeing them grow up with each
other. "They've always had
playmates," says Peggi. "When
we brought Dillon home from the
hospital, they looked at us like,
'Only one?' Sometimes they feel
sorry for him because he has no
playmates his own age."
The Thies are already dreading
having three daughters endure the
awkward adolescent years at the
same time, but, realizing it's
pointless to worry, Peggi says she
is simply thankful for each
milestone that's been reached and
passed so far. With each stage and
the accompanying growth and
accomplishment, she's thought,
"Yes, I like this age."
Ann (Lammers '88) and Jon
Opgenorth '88 are just at the
beginning of those milestones;
their triplets, Nicole, Andrew and
Don and Peggi Thies with, left to right, Amelia, Dillon, Paige
and Emma.
Julie, will be one year old in May.
The Opgenorths met in
kindergarten in Oostburg, Wis.,
but didn't start dating until they
were both juniors at Northwestern.
They also married in '89. They live
in Muskegon, Mich., where Jon
recently became the co-pastor of
Fellowship Reformed Church.
Ann says the most difficult part
of having multiples so far has been
not being able to give them the
individual cuddling that you can
devote to a single baby, especially
when they are all crying at once.
"Some days I feel like I am
18
and getting three
smiles," says Jon. "Or
seeing three sets of legs
kicking when they are in
their bouncy chairs,"
adds Ann.
The Thies and the
Opgenorths agree that
while having three
babies at once is indeed a
surprise, still, nothing
can prepare a couple for
parenthood, whether it's
three or one. Peggi
claims that she didn't
think anything would
surprise her after her
daughters, but already
her son has pulled a few
pranks the girls never
""""L.:!J:"-"'u..c"":!,,.J dared try. Ann and Jon
laugh and admit they
used to think their own
parents had all the
answers. But after
having Lauren, they quickly
realized there is no instruction
manual.
Both sets of parents agree that
the most difficult part of parenting
is realizing that you only have
your kids as a captive audience for
a few years before outside
influences begin to playa role.
"You try to lay the foundation,"
says Peggi. "To teach them what's
right and what's not is difficult
when there are so many other
influences in their lives." Jon
agrees, "You realize what a big
responsibility you have to instill
values, and you just trust and pray
that your kids will grow up loving
God. If they can learn a song by
watching Barney, then they can
learn them by going to Sunday
school, too. The positive side of
their impressionability is that they
can be impressed upon by you,
too, and you just hope it lasts."
Ann and Jon Opgenorth with big sister Lauren and,
from left to right, Nicole, Julie and Andrew.
continually picking up and putting
down babies," she says.
Lauren has assumed big-sister
responsibilities for all three
siblings as a matter of course. She
keeps track of where each is in the
house, reads to them and shares
her toys. Ann laughs and recalls
the day Lauren returned from
Sunday school, shaking her head
for her poor friend who only had
one baby at home.
The Opgenorth triplets
generally begin and end their days
on the same schedules, but the
routine between sunrise and
sunset is anybody's guess. Ann
keeps a chart, recording when each
gets a bottle, how much they
drink, diaper changes and so on.
She and Jon change about 20
diapers and go through one can of
formula and about 10 jars of baby
food a day. "People say, 'You
must be so busy!" says Ann. "Sure,
we are busy, but it's a good busy.
We wouldn't change a thing."
According to the Opgenorths,
the best thing about having triplets
is getting three of all the great
things about parenthood. "There
is nothing like walking into a room
Have you remembered
NWC in your will?
Endowment is the gift of infinite-and lasting-possibility.
A gift from your estate can help make a Northwestern College education
possible for deserving students. To find out more about including
Northwes tern in your will, con tact Cornie Wassink, Director of Planned
Giving, NWC, 101 7th St. SW, Orange City, IA 51041, (712) 737-7106.
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Rules & Regs
Mulder brings them to Georgian banking system
by Duane Beeson
Nearly six years after declaring
its independence from the Soviet
Union, the republic of Georgia
struggles with severe economic
challenges. Inflation-down from
60 percent in 1994-remains high at
20 percent annually; the polluted
capital city of Tblisi is full of
dilapidated old buildings; and a
pair of tennis shoes costs more
than a month's salary. In the midst
of it all, DickMulder '87 is lending
his expertise to the fledgling country.
Mulder, on leave from his
position as senior examiner with
the Federal Reserve Bank of
Chicago, is working to establish a
regulatory system to ensure the
safety and soundness of Georgia's
65banks. Under the auspices of
the International Monetary Fund,
he's been assisting the National
Bank of Georgia since June.
Originally scheduled for only a
six-month assignment, the son of
NWC Business Professor Dave
Mulder agreed to stay on for another
half a year. "There is a lot of work
to be done in the banking super-
vision department there. I initiated
a lot of things I wasn't able to see
through to completion," he said
while inSiouxCounty forChristmas.
Working full time with an
interpreter (Georgian is the official
language of the republic), Mulder
and his colleagues spent four
months developing bank examin-
ation procedures. For the next two
months, they put those procedures
into practice in their initial
examination of a commercial bank.
Shifting from the American
banking industry to the Georgian,
Mulder has faced many
adjustments. The largest bank in
ALUMNI PROFILE
Georgia has the resources of a
typical small Iowa bank. There is
no deposi t insurance; the economy
is cash only-no credit cards, debit
cards or checks; and the Mafia
controls the country's significant
underground economy. Mulder
has heard reports that as recently
as 1995,banking handled only four
percent of the economy; the black
market accounted for the rest.
Faced with an infrastructure
that turns electricity off for eight
hours every night and makes it
very difficult to reach the U.S.by
telephone, Mulder has a renewed
gratitude for the everyday con-
veniences we enjoy in the States.
"I have an appreciation for a lot of
Dick Mulder '87 is working to establish a
regulatory system for banks in the
republic of Georgia.
the reliability and advancement of
things American. We just take for
granted that we flick a switch and
the lights go on; we have heat
whenever we want it," he said.
Yet he also appreciates much
he's found in his interaction with
Georgians. "I enjoy their attitude-
they want to learn something and
make themselves better. They are
interested in what I have to say.
That's different from what I often
get in the u.s. I feel appreciated;
it's exciting to be a part of history
for the country," says Mulder.
• Approximately 5.7million
people live in an area slightly
larger than South Carolina.
• The country borders on the
BlackSea, south of Russia.
• Its president is Edward
Shevardnadze, former Soviet
foreign minister.
Despite suffering from economic
hardships, Georgians take pride in
their nation and their heritage.
"The first thing English-speaking
people ask is how you like Georgia.
They are proud of their country and
they want to be seen as hospitable."
The small-college atmosphere
Mulder experienced at NWC
prepared him for the work environ-
ment at the Federal Reserve Bank
of Chicago, where he has been em-
ployed since 1987. "Northwestern
fosters working and developing
together-through everything from
small classes, small group projects
and Bible studies in the dorm.
That's really the way we work at
the Federal Reserve, in small
groups." And the former business
administration and economics
major gives credit to his internship
at Orange City's Northwestern
State Bank for teaching him a lot of
the bank examination skills he uses
today halfway around the world.
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Winter brings moderate results
Men's Basketball for nationals, so Head Coach Kevin Cole
The Raiders began the year with a had yet to decide who would run in the
preseason ranking of 13th in the country in national meet. Qualifying for the men's
the NAlA Div.II and won their first four distance medley were Daron De Jong,
games. Injuries and illness took their toll, Marlon Haverdink, Bryant Engelmann and
however, and the team struggled at the Bobby Davidson. In addition, Engelmann,
.500 level for much of the season. Nolan Speichinger and Melinda Leichty
The squad finished the regular season qualified in the 600 meter run, and Darrin
at 15-12 overall and 6-6 in the Nebraska- De Vries qualified in the 55-meter high
Jowa Athletic Conference (NlAC). hurdles.
"We had some disappointments Coach Cole was pleased with the
throughout the season," said Todd Barry, successes of the indoor season. "Most of
head coach. "I'm proud of the players; the squad was healthy this year and the
they handled adversity well. That's the team was poised to make a strong
great test of sports-being able to go showing at the end of the season."
forward in the face of adversity.
"We had a lot of togetherness and team
unity. We had some people who really
stepped up their game; the team played
outstanding defense at times; and we did
a good job of getting to the free throw line."
Northwestern was led by Cam Olson, a
junior guard, with 21 points per game,
second best in the conference. Senior
center Craig Bears added 17 points and
seven rebounds, and was third in the NIAC
with a 60 percent accuracy on field goals.
Women's Basketball
The women's basketball team compiled
a regular-season record of 15-11, 6-6 in the
NIAC conference. Of their losses, the
Raiders dropped five by only one or two
points.The team's wins included one over
Doane College, ranked ninth in the nation.
"We were strong and aggressive
offensively," said Coach Earl Woudstra,
"but we needed more consistency
defensively. All the players performed
well, but at different times."
The Raiders led the conference in
scoring with 79 points per game, and
broke the two-digit scoring barrier,
pouring in 106 points in a victory over
Morningside College in late November.
Their field goal accuracy of 44 percent was
the highest in the conference as was their
three-point field goal shooting at 35
percent. Sophomore Kristy Norman was
the second-leading scorer in the
conference, with over 15 points per game,
and senior Wendy Rainboth was ranked
sixth with 14 points. Rainboth, who
earned NIAC player of the week honors in
early February, and freshman Jackie Olson
also were ranked in the conference with
four and five assists per game,
respectively.
Indoor Track
Northwestern qualified five relays and
four individuals for the NAtA national
indoor meet in Lincoln, Neb.
Running the 4x400 meter relay for the
women's team were Melinda Leichty, Val
Garner, Carla Savage and Jennifer Leichty.
The Leichty sisters were joined by Cora
Bleeker and Leah Huizenga in the 4x800. In
the men's 4x400 and 4x800 meter relays,
several different team make-ups qualified
SPORTS
Sophomore point guard Jarrod Heinz
penetrates for two in an 83-65 win over Westmar.
Wrestling
For the first time in school history, two
All-Americans returned to lead the wrestling
team. Curt Van Hill, a 190-pound junior,
and Kevin Vander Linden, a junior heavy-
weight, were ranked among the top four in
the country in their divisions after earning
All-American status at last year's nationals.
The Raiders qualified six wrestlers for
the March national championship meet.
The qualifiers included Van Hill, Vander
Linden, IS8-pound senior Denny Orr, 118-
pound freshman Kelly Killian, 134-pound
senior Rik Dahl and 142-pound sophomore
Sam Gibson.
Orr was named the Outstanding Wrestler
at the Dana Invitational after going undefeated
in his weight class. Dahl and Van Hill were
champions in the Northwestern Invitational.
The Raiders compiled a 7-4-1 dual meet
record.
"The season went well considering our
poor depth and high injury rate," said
Head Coach Paul Bartlett. "We had
individuals who wrestled extremely well."
Four athletes earn
All-American status
Four members of NWC fall sports
teams have been named NAIA All-
Americans for their outstanding
performance this year.
Tish Bergeson, a 5-8 senior from Alden,
was named to the volleyball All-American
second team for the second consecutive
year. Northwestern's leader in ace kills,
digs and service reception, she earned
Nebraska-Iowa Athletic Conference
(NJAC) Player of the Year honors for the
second year in a row.
Kevin Vander Linden, a 6-2, 265-pound
junior noseguard from Carlisle, was
named to the All-American second team in
football. A NIAC first team selection, he
was credited with 78 tackles for the year,
fifth best for the Raiders. He's a two-sport
All-American, having earned honorable
mention in wrestling last year by placing
eighth in the heavyweight division at the
NAIA national meet.
Receiving football honorable mention
were Kully Kramer, a defensive back from
Larchwood, and Mike Bogaard, a
linebacker from Orange City. Kramer, a 6-
1, 195-pound junior, was in on 93 tackles,
second best on the squad. Bogaard, a 6-3,
215-pound senior, was the Raiders' third-
leading tackler, with 90. He was named
co-national defensive player of the week
by Don Hansen's National Weekly Football
Gazette for his performance in
Northwestern's 13-6 win over Drake
University.
Scholar-Athlete
honors for two
Two Red Raiders, Marlon Haverdink in
cross country and Darren Bundt in
football, have been named NAJA All-
America Scholar-Athletes for excellence in
the classroom and on the field of play.
Nominees for Scholar-Athlete recognition
must be juniors or seniors who have
earned at least a 3.50 cumulative grade
point average (GPA) while competing at
the varsity level.
Haverdink, who earned Scholar-Athlete
honors for the second year in a row, was
among 65 male cross country athletes
receiving this season's award. He is a
senior business education major from
Ankeny, with a 3.99 GPA.
Bund t was among 104 footba 11 Scholar-
Athletes. A 5-11, 195-pound linebacker
from rural Glidden, he is a history major
with a 3.81 GPA. He follows in the steps of
his cousin Joel Bundt, another Glidden
football player who earned NAIA Scholar-
Athlete honors for NWC in 1991 and 1992.
Joel Bundtnow teaches and coaches at MOC-
Floyd Valley High School in Orange City.
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Alumni Corner
I have the oppor-
tunity to travel
regularly in my role
as director of a1umni
relations. I enjoy
observing the gift of
hospitality firsthand
invarious homes Ivisit.
Previously, Doug
Van Berkum set up
the Northwestern Jay Wielenga
College Bed and
Breakfast Network for traveling
Northwestern alumni. This effort was to
provide a resource for alumni to meet and
stay with fellow Northwestern alumni as
they traveled the country. The Jist incl uded
over 50 families who were willing to open
their homes. Each home listed had specific
information regarding the number of
travelers they could accommodate, cost
(always reasonable), what attractions
might be nearby and any restrictions. The
list included homes across Iowa along
with 21 states throughout the country.
In the past year, I have received a
number of inquiries about availability and
locations of these homes. I am in the
process of updating the Northwestern B&B
listing. 1will be contacting past Jist mem-
bers to ask if they wish to remain listed
and what changes, if any, they wish to
make. If you are interested in joining this
list by opening your home to alumni and
friends of Northwestern, I ask for you to
indicate this on the form listed here. Be as
specific as possible and be sure to include
phone numbers. No matter where you
live, we are interested if you have space
available and would be willing to
periodically share it. We hope to have the
list completed by June 1. Ca II the Alumni
Officeat(712) 737-7\06 if you have questions.
I also receive housing requests from a
different group of individuals. Current
NWC students inquire if alumni have
living space available while they complete
an internship experience in various cities.
These internships usually last for three-
four months and are generally during their
senior year. Our students need clean,
reasonable living space while they
complete their requirements interning or
student teaching. It would be beneficial to
this office if we had a number of options
available to offer our students looking for
housing. If you have extra space you
would be willing to rent out for a short
, 15
Ruth (Dykstra) Rozeboom turned 100
years old in February. She lives in Rock
Rapids.
by Jay Wielenga '82
Director of Alumni Relations
time to a Northwestern student, we would
love to hear from you. Some areas in
demand include Des Moines, Denver,
Chicago, Minneapolis, Omaha, Los
Angeles and Seattle.
My last housing request comes from
spring service project students who may
need a single night's lodging while
traveling to and from service project sites.
The groups vary in size from five to 15 and
travel is usually in March during spring
break.
Any resources this office can offer our
students is appreciated. Thank you in
advance for your consideration and
response in offering lodging to current and
former NWC students.
DATES TO KEEP IN MIND:
May 9, 1997
Heritage Day
Spring Reunion Dinner honoring Classes
of 1947,1952 & 1957 and the Emeriti Club
of 50+ year alumni.
May 10, 1997
Commencement-welcome new alumni
Class of 19971
May 15, 16 & 17
Tulip Festival in Orange City
Oct. 3, 4 & 5
Homecoming 1997-class reunions honor! ng:
1962,1972,1977,1982,1987 & 1992
Please tear out and send to Alumni Office,
NWC, 1017th St. SW, Orange City, lA 51041
o I want to be included in the
Northwestern B& B Network.
o rcould temporarily house a current
Northwestern student in my home.
D I could house a small group traveling in
my area for a night.
Name _
Address _
City _
State Zip _
Phone _
Class Year _
This form is for informational purposes only. Your
name will not appear on any housing list until you
have been contacted personally. We hope to hear
from you.
'31
John Groot recently returned from a
trip to Israel. He lives in Shawnee
Mission, Kan.
'34
The Rev. Bill Heynen served for a year
and a half as the interim pastor at
Longview Community Church in Phoenix
until May '96. He currently lives in
Prescott Valley, Ariz.
'37
The Rev. Henry Mouw and his wife,
Emily, live in Holland, Mich., where he is
the calling pastor for the First Reformed
Church and the senior pastor in the
Midwest for the Board of Pensions, RCA.
'40
Ruth (Lubbers) Foreman teaches part
time at the University of New Mexico
campus in Los Alamos.
'50
Harris Van Oort retired in June from
his executive director position at the
Nebraska Children's Home Society after
almost 34 years with that agency. His
wife, Rita (Van Steenwyk '48), also retired
after 18 years as a preschool teacher. They
live in Omaha.
'51
Charollene (Vander Pol) Coates was
named the 1996 Nebraska Professor of the
Year in October. A professor of education
at Chadron State College since 1985, she
was one of seven nominees for the state
award. The selection was made by the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement
of Teaching and the Council for the
Advancement and Support of Education,
both based in Washington, D.C.
'52
Carole (Grooters) Nilsson recently
retired from 37 years of secondary teach-
ing in Owatonna, Minn. She now works
part time, writing curriculum and grant
proposals and coord ina ting business men tors
for a business and education partnership.
'56
Marilyn (De Beer) Hafts, Phoenix, is
the president of the Arizona
Communication Association for the 1996-
97 academic year.
'58
Wilbur Adema received a single lung
transplant over a year ago and reports that
he is doing great. He lives in Winthrop, Minn.
'62
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Don Kuiper was inducted into the
Minnesota Girls' Basketball Coaches
Deaths
Margaret (Andringa '38) Van Heuvelen
died on Nov. 12 in Hull. After attending
Northwestern, she also attended Nettleton
Business College in Sioux Falls and was
employed by the Ad-Visor in Orange City.
Among her survivors are her husband,
Ben; two sons; three daughters; two sisters;
and two brothers, Marion '39 and Peter '58.
Merrie Lynn (Vande Berg '68) Kluis
died on Dec. 20 in Orange City. After
attending Northwestern, she taught French
and German at Schleswig High School for
two years, then was the secretary for the
city of Orange City for many years. She is
survived by her husband, Herman '67, her
parents and sisters.
Sheri Harthoorn '90 died Jan. 8 in
Orange City after a long bout with cancer.
After graduating from NWC, she was a
teacher and a missionary in Japan for three
years. She earned a master's in
intercultural studies at Fuller Theological
Seminary's School of World Missions and
she currently was studying for a Master of
Divinity degree. Survivors include her
parents, Conrad '69 and Joanne (Boom
'61) Harthoorn. and two brothers, Jamie
and Corey '94.
Association Hall of Fame last fall. He has
been the girls' basketball coach at
Worthington High School for 21 years.
His teams have won 10 conference titles
and one region title. His career record is
297-143. He and his wife, Julie, have three
children, Brian '85, Dawn Swart '88 and
Marc '89. They also have three
grandchildren.
'70
Jake Moss is the executive vice
president of the Citizens State Bank in
Marathon.
'71
Everett Bosch is a hospital chaplain
with Benefis Healthcare in Great Falls,
Mont. He and his wife have three
children.
Everett (Doc) Van Leeuwen is a sales
representative for MED-TEC Tnc. in
Orange City. His wife, Bonnie (Intveld
'76), works at K-Products. They have two
sons.
'72
Reginald Joules' video for teaching
children to ride bike, "Pedal Magic," was
selected as a finalist in the sports and
recreation category of the Denver Business
Journal's Most Innovative New Colorado
Products Awards competition.
'75
Stephanie (Durband) Doeschot and
Cottrells share kidney
by Tamara Fynaardt
The portion of the wedding vows that
states, "In sickness and in health," and the
marriage maxim, "What's mine is yours,"
took on deeper significance this year for
Brian '80 and Cathy (Cosgrove '80)
Cottrell, when Cathy's early Christmas gift
to Brian was a new kidney, one of hers.
Brian suffers from a hereditary kidney
disease. His brother and two cousins also
have the disease, and all of them have had
kidney transplants. This was the second
for Brian; his first was in 1983. At that time
his sister was a prospect for a good organ
match, but she proved a perfect match for
his brother, so her kidney went to him.
Brian began dialysis and his name was
entered on an organ donation waiting list,
where it stayed until an acceptable kidney
was found.
"Seven to eight years is average for a
transplanted kidney. I was able to make 13
years after the first transplant. Then last
May J noticed my health starting to decline
again and knew it was time to go back on
the list for a new kidney."
As the circulation librarian for the
Boone Public Library, Cathy came across
an article about spouse-to-spouse organ
transplants. For some reason, still
unknown to physicians, organ transplants
between spouses where there is a certain
degree of match have a higher success rate
than anonymous organ donations. Brian
suspects it is because there is a type of
physiological bond between spouses;
Cathy thinks it is because the person who
donated the organ is available to make
sure the transplantee follows the doctor's
instructions and guards his health.
Whatever the reason, Cathy and Brian de-
cided to see if this was an option for them.
"I never really made a definite decision
to give my kidney to Brian," says Cathy.
"We just wanted to check if we were even
a match, and we kept progressing through
each stage of testing and we continued to
be a good match.
Before we knew
it, we were ready
to go for it."
The trans-
plant took place
on Nov. 7 at
Rochester
Methodist
Hospital in
Minnesota. The
Cottrells were in
Rochester for
five weeks,
spending time at
both the hospital Brian and Cathy Cottrell
and at the Gift of
Life Transplant House. At the transplant
house, they stayed with ap-proximately 70
other people, all who were donating
organs or waiting for transplants.
The Cottrells' recovery is progressing
well. Cathy returned to work (It the end of
January while Brian continues to be on
indefinite leave from the Iowa Department
of Transportation. Both Brian's and Cathy's
single kidneys continue to gain in function
as the weeks and months go by. Brian may
need another transplant in the coming
years, and, of course, Cathy will be unable
to donate again. Right now, though, that is
the least of their concerns as they are simply
thankful for each da y tha t b rings good hea Itho
ALUMNI-What's New With You?
Let us know sowe can tell your friends and classmates. Send to: Office of Public
Relations, Northwestern College, 101 7th 51. SW, Orange City, IA 51041.0r
e-mail it to fynaardt@nwciowa.edu; fax number is 712-737-7117. Deadline
for the Summer Northwestern News is April 29.
Name _
Address _
Home Phone ~ __ Class of _
E-mail Address (for directory)
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her husband, Phil, are pastoring a newly-
organized RCA congregation in the St.
Louis metro area and welcome the par-
ticipation of all NWC alumni and friends.
Rita Druvenga is a pension record
specialist at the Principal Financial
Pension Center in Waterloo.
'77
Susan (Schoon) Haggar is a home-
based family therapist for Lutheran Social
Services of Willmar, Minn.
Cindy (Swanson) Mohling is a reading
recovery teacher for the Waterloo public
schools. She lives in Cedar Falls with her
husband, AI, and two children, Nathan
and Amber.
'78
Karen (Den Hartog) Alderink and her
husband, Tim, are preparing to begin in
August a special ministry partnership
between Wesleyan World Missions and
Africa Inland Mission as faculty at Rift
Valley Academy in Kijabe, Kenya. They
have three children, Kiley, Marti and
Abigail, and currently live in Irmo, S.c.,
where Tim finished his education degree.
Ken ric Scheevel recently was re-
elected to the Minnesota State Senate for a
second term. He and his wife, Karen, live
in Preston; they have two children,
Brandon (14) and Alison (6).
'79
Dale Polson recently earned his
doctorate from the University of
Minnesota. He currently is a professional
services veterinarian for NOBL Labs in
Sioux Center. He and his wife, Kathy,
have three children, Jessica, Ethan and
Emily.
Have we got it right?
Let us know!
More than 7,400 Northwestern alumni
were recently notified about our upcoming
alumni directory and asked for their input.
If you have not already done so, please re-
turn the questionnaire you received as soon
as possible to ensure that your personal
information is accurately included in this
great new reference book. Of, if you prefer,
call our publisher at 1-800-326-5955.
Scheduled for release next summer, the
1997 Northwestern College alumni
directory promises to be the definitive
reference of all Northwestern alumni. Don't
miss the opportunity to be a part of it!
Please remember that by returning your
questionnaire yOLiwill ensure that your
information is completely up to date! So,
be sure to complete and return your
directory questionnaire-even if the
preprinted information is correct.
Tim Westcott recently completed a one-
year term as president of the Civil War
Round Table of Kansas City and was
elected president of the Trans-Mississippi
Civil War Alliance. His article regarding
preservation in the Trans-Mississippi
theatre was published in the Jan. '97 issue
of The Civil War News.
Wayne Westenberg, head coach of the
volleyball team at Unity Christian High
School, was named the Nort.!nuest Iowa
Review's 1996 Volleyball Coach of the Year.
He also was named Jowa'sClass2A Volley-
ball Coach of the Year by the Iowa Athletic
Coaches Association. He led the Knights
toa 39-0-4 record and the state championship.
'80
Bill Bleil has been named the head
football coach at Western Carolina
University in Cullowhee, N.C. He was a
volunteer assistant coach at NWC before
going on to coach at New Mexico
Highlands, Dana College, and Eastern
New Mexico. He served as Western
Carolina's offensive coordinator and
offensive line coach this past year.
'82
Janis Christensen recently received a
master's in counseling from the University
of Nebraska-Kearney. She is a middle
school counselor in Gothenburg, Neb.
Denise (Markus) Nelsen is a part-time
social worker at McKennan Hospital in
Sioux Falls. She and her husband, Brian,
live in Rock Valley.
Curtis Nelson achieved PGA Master
Professional status in August 1995. He was
the 165th person to achieve this status out
of about 25,000 PGA members. Curt is the
head golf professional at Loch Lloyd Country
Club, home of the VFW Senior Golf Cham-
pionship. He lives in Overland Park, Kan.
Dr. Kirk Neustrom recently participated
on the medical teams for the Ironman
World Triathlon Championships in Kana,
Hawaii, and the New York City Marathon.
He is a podiatrist in West Des Moines.
Cindy (Cadwell) Peterson is pursuing
her master's in Christian counseling at
Trinity Bible College and Theological
Seminary. She lives in Carroll and has
three children, Joshua, Bethany and Jason.
Jeff and Luann (Bylsma) Thibodeau
have moved to Annville, Ky., where Jeff
pastors the Annville Community
Reformed Church and serves <IS chaplain
of Jackson County Ministries and Barnabas
House, a boys' residential program. He
previously served at Fort Plain, N.Y.,
Reformed Church. Jeff and Luann have
two sons, Greg (12) and Patrick (10).
'84
Kay (Edler) Nigg teaches in the Iowa
City school district. She and her husband,
Greg, have two sons, Ben (4) and Andy (2).
'85
Debora (Jensen) Smith lives in Neola
with her husband, Scott, and daughters,
Katie (9) and Rachael (2). Last fall she and
Scott received two awards from the
Optimist Club for the best newsletter in
the state of Iowa. A publication they
compiled, On bicycle safety, was recog-
nized as the state's best community project
book. Deb also works as a Women Against
Violence crisis line counselor in Omaha.
laurie Ann (Anderson) Davidson and
her husband, Clark, live in Orange City
and own Clark Studios. Laurie Ann also
works part time as an announcer at KSOU
radio in Sioux Center. They have two
sons, Joshua and Caleb.
Dan Barkel recently completed his
master's in counseling at the University of
South Dakota. He and his wife, Ann, jive in
Hull.
Ronald Hebensperger works for the
Minnesota Senate Publications Office
where he writes articles for a weekly
newsletter and puts legislative information
on a World Wide Web site.
Dr. Shawn Scholten recently earned
Iowa licensure as a mental health
counselor. She is a psychotherapist with
the Creative Living Center and serves as
the NWC on-campus counselor. She and
her husband, Bill, have a daughter, Tara.
NWC on the Web
Check out Northwestern's
home page on the World Wide
Web. You'll find alumni
information; e-mail directories
for alumni, faculty, staff and
students; press releases; sports
schedules and results;
admissions information; a
campus calendar; and more.
Also, sign our guest book!
hltp:!!www.nwciowa.edu!
'86
Karla (Bennett) Burkitt lives with her
husband, lane '87, in Prescott Valley,
Ariz. Karla recently hosted a television
documentary on urban wildlife.
Jeff Johnson is a jeweler at Johnson
Jewelry in Worthington, Minn. His 'wife,
Sharon (Olson '90), is the youth pastor at
Indian Lake Baptist Church. They have a
son, Jared.
'87
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Douglas Armentrout lives in New York
Patti and Larry Duenk '79, daughter,
Sarah Ma rie.
Tim and Patti (Vanden Hull (81) Jones,
son, Blake Alan, joins Andy (7), David (5)
and Caleb (1).
Elaine (Bakker (82) and Barry
Lawrensen, NWC media specialist,
daughter, Selah Ruth, joins Elizabeth and
Stephen.
Daniel and Sandy Buffington-Lloyd
'83, daughter, Tayla Lindsey, joins Tyler
(9) and Tysa (6).
janet and Dr. David TiIstra '83,
daughter, Lauren Kate, joins Hannah (2).
Fonda and Murray Hulstein '84,
daughter, Mariah Rae, joins Randa (9),
Rylee (7) and Malyn (2).
Lisa (Waite (83) and Dr. Mark
Muilenburg '84, daughter, Rebekah Marie,
joins Sarah, Emily and Rachel.
Simone and James Kennedy '84,
daughter, Abigail Lya.
Clark and Laurie Ann (Anderson '85)
Davidson, son, Caleb, joins Joshua (6).
Lori and Dennis Heemstra '85,
daughter, [enna Joann, joins Nathan (4).
Dr. Shawn Scholten '85 and William
Tilstra, daughter, Tara Noel.
Lesa and Bruce Mitchell '86, daughter,
Layne Marie.
james and Marcia (Berndt '87) Schultz,
son, Seth Michael, joins Allison (4) and
Evan (2).
Deborah and Kevin Wallace '87,
daughter, Madeline Grace.
Dave and Christy (Andrew '88)
Johnson, son, Josiah David, joins Daniel
(4) and Will (2).
Becky (Grantham '88) and Dan
Mortenson '86, son, Grant Douglas.
Ernest ('88) and Melodee (Weisbrod
City where he recently performed at the
Grove Street Playhouse and the Mint
Theatre, both off-Broadway theatres.
The Revs. Scott and Susan Crane live
in Amsterdam, N.Y., where Scott recently
was elected president of the Classis of
Schoharie. They are the parents of niece
Kirsten (9) and nephew Jimmy (7).
'88
Kurt and Mary Beth (Vander Aarde
(89) Kenobbie live in Glendale, Ariz., with
their son, Miles. Kurt sells home hi-fi at
Sounds Like Music and Mary teaches ESL
and learning disabled students.
Karen (De Valois) Michaelson and her
husband, Jack, Jive in Inver Grove Heights,
Minn. They have one son, Anthony (4).
Ernest Reineke received his Master of
Music degree from the University of
Northern Iowa in December. He is the
first person to complete a graduate
program in music primarily through
distance learning, conducting most of his
course work via Iowa Communications
Births
(88) Reineke, daughter, Kirsten Melodee.
Brian and Rhonda (Marra (88) Robyn,
daughter, Courtney Joy, joins Tyler (3).
Amy (Douglas (88) and Scott Sieperda
'85, daughter, Ivy Mae, joins Sabrina (7)
and Hunter (4).
Bob and Barb (Jacobsma) Tilstra '88,
son, Jacob Wayne, joins [erma (2).
Barry and Betsy (Mortenson (88) Van
Wechel, daughter, Brianna Elizabeth.
Pete and Pam (De Boer '88)
Wanninger, daughter, Abigail Renee, joins
Timothy (3) and Stephen (2).
Nancy (Vander Zwaag (88) and David
Dau '89, daughter, Emma Jane, joins
Drew, Adam and Alex.
Melinda (Jacobsma (89) and David
Eckhoff, daughter, Alexia [oi, joins Lauren.
Paul and Cathy (Sandbulte '90) Albert,
son, Jacob, joins Micah (2).
Sharon (Olson '90) and Jeff Johnson
'86, son, Jared Richard.
Julie (Leimer '90) and Doug Pals '90,
daughter, Madeleine Marie.
Waned a (Henning '91) and Anthony
Shaw '90, son, Clayton John, joins Wade
(2).
Mark '90 and Pam (Gerdes (91)
Rensink, daughter, Taylor Allison, joins
Megan (5) and Paige (2).
Tom and Michaela (Raben berg '91)
Zimmerman, son, Daniel Thomas, joins
Timothy (4) and William (3).
Amber and Erik Charter '92, daughter,
Valerie Mae, joins Bea (3).
Julie (Vander Ploeg '92) and Israel
Jacob '92, daughter, Shelby Michele.
Shelley (Bakker '93) and Brent Van
Den Berg '92, daughter, Shelby Elizabeth.
Lora (De Jager '93) and Sean Fisher '93,
sun, Ridge justice, joins Alexia (2).
Network classrooms. He has been cited in
various speeches and articles regarding his
creative endeavors through this venue. He
teaches music and conducts the choir at
the middle school in Algona. His wife,
Melodee (Weisbrod '88), taught at the
Armstrong-Ringsted Middle School for
seven years and now is a stay-at-home
mom with daughter Kirsten.
'89
Julie Bundt recently received her
doctorate from the University of Kansas.
She is an assistant professor in the political
science department at the University of
Northern Iowa.
Jon Dukes is an assistant unit operator
for MidAmerican Energy Company at
Neal North Power Plant. He and his wife,
Sara, live in Bronson.
Dr. Jill and Dr. Chris Halligan '89 have
opened the Orange CityChi.ropractic Center.
Beth (Baker) and Keith Herman '91
live in Reliance, S.D., where Beth is the city
finance officer and a bookkeeper for a
plumbing company. Keith teaches third
grade at the Lower Brule Sioux Tribe
School. They have two daughters, Mara
(4) and Leah (2).
Shawn and Michelle (Skinner)
Ritenour recently moved to Bolivar, Mo.,
where Shawn teaches economics at
Southwest Baptist University.
Teri Thomsen works for Arneritas
lnvestment Corp. in Lincoln, Neb.
Holly (Donaghy) Udesky works for a
law firm, Winston & Strawn, in Chicago.
Her husband, Michael, is a corporate
trainer for a restaurant in Naperville, 111.
The Udeskys have a daughter, Katelyn
Hope (1).
Kimberly (Koppenhaver) Valentine
works in the human resource and
operations department for Pitcairn Trust
Co. She lives in Glenside, Pa.
'90
Chris Tanaka received a master's in
clinical psychology from Pepperdine
University in '92. After teaching English
in japan for three years, she recently
opened her own restaurant, Billy Kabob's
West Coast Bento, in Seattle.
Gail Vonk is the community education
director for the city of Sioux Center. She
previously taught third grade at Rock
Valley Christian School.
Dan and Tammy (Schuck '89) Wheeler
live in Spencer. Dan is in sales for D.V.M.
Supply. Tammy teaches computer at the
middle school and is the assistant high
school girls' track coach. They have two
children, John (3) and Malea (1).
'91
Mariko Maeda Kuniyoshi lives in
Tokyo, Japan, where she is a court inter-
preter at the Tokyo District Court. Her
husband, Kazu, is a semi-conductorengineer.
Shane Sonneveld t has been promoted
to senior trust officer at the Riggs National
Bank in Washington, D.C.
'92
Rachel (Searcy) Bemenderfer and her
husband live in China, where they are
missionaries.
Lisa Burris is an officer in the Ll.S. Air
Force, stationed at Hanscom Air Force
Base in Boston. She also is pursuing a
master's in computer information systems
at Bentley College.
Amy Carlson is a physical therapist at
Younkers Rehabilitation Center inDes Moines.
Tracy (Schiefen) Cederstrom is the
instrumental music teacher and high school
play director at Terril Community School.
She and her husband,Randy, live in Spencer.
Michael jacobsma graduated from the
Creighton University School of Law in
December. He and his wife, Jill'93, live in
Orange Ci ty; they have two children,
Jacquelyn and Matthew.
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Tokiko Kodama works in a medical
research lab at the University of Tokyo.
Keith Lamfers and his wife, [oni, live in
Orange City. Keith is a manager for
Arnold's Motor Supply and [oni is a
graphic designer at the Foreign Candy
Company in Hull.
Dan and Lori (Burris) Van Beek live in
Chino, Calif., where they own T-Graphics
West, a graphic design and screen printing
company. They recently won a bid from
[ostcns to print T-shirts for the Iostens
Renaissance Program, a program that
rewards high school students for
academics, attendance and attitude.
'93
Richard Brannan is the book design
supervisor in the electronic text develop-
ment department of Logos Research
Systems Inc. in Oak Harbor, Wash.
Erin Christensen toured twice with the
Continental Singers and served as a youth
minister in Joliet, Ill. She is now enrolled
at Southwestern Seminary in Fort Worth,
Texas.
Sean Fisher is a medical recruiter for
NoH Human Resources in Omaha. He and
his wife, Lora (De Jager), have two
children, Alexia and Ridge.
Kristy (Kaster) Connor lives in Spencer
and is a social worker at the local hospital.
She previously worked at McKennan
Hospital in Sioux Falls.
Reese Kelch is the western Iowa sales
representative for Aurora Casket
Company. He Jives in Algona.
Searches are under way for:
Men's & Women's Resident
Directors
(Anticipated Openingsy
NWC seeks candidates interested in
working with a residence life team
committed to the profession and
ministry of student development.
Minimum qualifications include a
bachelor's degree with significant
experience in student development,
although a master's in student per-
sonnel or related field is preferred.
Contact Dave Nonnemacher,
Director of Residence Life.
Northwestern College
101 7th St. SW
Orange City, IA 5 I 041
(712) 737-7000
Northwestern College complies with government
regulations concerning non-discrimination in
employment. Women and minorities are encouraged
to apply.
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Maria De Vries '81 and Craig
Carpenter, Salt Lake City.
Penny Steele '82 and Ian Green,
Moscow, Russia.
Jon Dukes '89 and Sara Sigaty, Bronson.
Kathy Grandia '90 and Marty Little,
Lincoln, Neb.
Shane Sonneveldt '91 and Brenda
Larson, Alexandria, Va.
Keith Lamfers '92 and [oni Kellen,
Orange Ci ty.
Scott Sippel '92 and Melanie Gerrish,
Wheaton, III.
Dawn Harms '93 and John Scheneman,
Marriages
Springfield, Mo.
Kristy Kaster '93 and Patrick Connor,
Spencer.
Dann Vander Heul '93 and Stephanie
Fowler, Chino, Calif.
Kathleen Summers '95 and Kelly Bach,
Hinton.
Brian Veenendaal '95 and T'ricia
Reynen '98, Victorville, CaJif.
Susan Boote '96, NWC director of
annual funds, and Shawn Hulst '97, Alton.
Lou Bram '96 and Christy Hoffman
'96, Vermillion, S.D.
The couples reside in the cities listed.
Amy (Hamilton) McClintock is the
district inventory manager for Half-Price
Books in Des Moines. She and her
husband also serve as youth leaders at the
Easter Lake Baptist Church near their
home in Carlisle.
Dawn (Harms) Scheneman teaches
fifth grade special education in Strafford,
Mo. She lives in Springfield.
'94
Corey and Sharon (Davidson)
Harthoorn live in Iowa City, where Corey
is finishing medical school. They have one
(continued on back cover)
Michael Jordan (or at least a cut-out of him) soared
through the lane at the Rowenhorst Student Center
Mini-Gym during the 14th annual Gala Auction in
February. The event was clearly a winner as more than
$26,000 was raised for Alumni Scholarships and
faculty development projects.
Air Northwestern
Costumer returns to Playhouse after teaching in Moscow
I
~
01
by Tamara Fynaardt
When asked about the impact
Northwestern College has had on her
career and her life, Penny Steele '82 says it
must have been large and lasting because
much to her surprise, she occasionally
finds herself back on campus and back in
her favorite part of the campus, the
Playhouse. Steele transferred to
Northwestern as a junior, despite having
been told by an elder in her church that
Christians don't belong in the theatre.
After two years she graduated from NWC,
a solid convert to Northwestern's
philosophy of "theatre with a difference."
Most recently Steele returned to
Northwestern and the Playhouse after
spending three years in Moscow, Russia,
teaching at an international school
operated by the American, British and
Canadian embassies. Steele taught English
literature to grades 7-12 and started a
drama program at the school, producing
and directing three plays a year. The
school was attended by 145 students
representing 52 nations.
Steele, a native of Canada, describes her
time in Russia as wonderful, yet very
difficult at the same time. "The language
barrier, of course, is the most challenging
to overcome, and more so than some other
countries because the Russian alphabet is
different from ours. So as thrilling as most
of my experience was-the amazing access
to the ballet, opera and art, and being a
firsthand witness to the dramatic changes
in the Russian economy-the biggest thriJl
for me was being able to speak Russian
well enough to understand and to be
understood so that I could buy a few fruits
and vegetables from the local market."
Steele left Russia last summer to plan
her December wedding to British hotelier
Ian Green. In the meantime, she returned
to NWC to volunteer in the costume shop,
preparing costumes for the February
production of inheritors. Steele has an
M.F.A. in costume design from Mankato
State University.
This is the third time Steele has
returned to NWC, to the Playhouse, and to
her "second parents," Dr. and Mrs. Keith
Penny Steele, near the Peter and Paul
Fortress in St. Petersburg, Russia.
Allen. The close-knit, family environment
of Northwestern's theatre department has
stayed with Steele, making the Playhouse
a comfortable backstage retreat from the
busy drama of her life.
Admissions Tip Sheet
Do you know some talented high school students who could benefit from Northwestern's quality Christian
education? One of the best things you can do for your alma mater is to provide the Admissions Office with names
of promising high school juniors and seniors. Please fill out this form or call 1-800-747-4757.
Name _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Address
City/5tate~~~~~~~~_~~~~~_~~~~~~~_~~_
Year of High School Graduation _
Interest Areas
Names of Prospective Students
H.S. Name
Zip _
Phone Number ~~~~~~~_
Name __ ~~~~~_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_~~~~~~~_
Address
City/State~~~_~~~~_~~~~~~~~~~~_~~~~_
Year of High School Graduation _~~~~_
Interest Areas
H.S. Name
Phone Number _
Information submitted by:
Name _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_
Address
City/State~ _
Mail to: Admissions Office, 101 7th St. SW, Orange City, fA 51041
Zip~ _
Class Year ~~~~_
Phone Number ~~~~~~~_
Zip _
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Northwestern College
101Seventh St. SW
Orange City, Iowa 51041
(712)737-7000(switchboard)
Address correction requested
daughter, Kaitlin (1).
Chad Jacobsen is the director of youth
and family ministries at Rejoice Lutheran
Church in St. Charles, ill.
Carla Meyer works for the FDTC in
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Teiko Ota is an art adviser at an art
gallery in Beverly Hills, Calif.
Mark Petersen is a 6-12th grade
physical educa han teacher and a high
school football and basketball coach a t the
Chadwick-Milledgeville Community
School District No. 399. He lives in
Sterling, Ill.
Bradley Van Zee, a third-year law
student at Washington University in St.
Lows School of Law, recently participated
in the Wiley Rutledge Moot Court
Competition. Two-person teams were
given a complex legal problem and had to
write a 25-page brief as well as present
oral arguments to a mock panel of three
April
u.s. Supreme Court judges. Brad and his
teammate were semi-finalists and Golden
Quill Award winners, for the highest team
score on a written brief,
Bill Westrate is an actuarial analyst for
American Family Insurance. He and his
wife, Shela (Stone '95), live in Madison,
Wis.
Scott Yoder was promoted to manager
for Textron Inc. His wife, Cindy (De
Boer). works for Marshall and Swift Inc. as
an office manager. They live in Mason
City.
'95
Kyle and Shelly (Day) Lewis work for
the Boys' and Girls' Home in Sioux City.
Kyle is a teacher in a residential unit and
Shelly is eU1 education coordinator at West
High School. Kyle also is the assistant
wrestling coach at Heelan High School.
ACTIVITIES
11 Hostess Supper, 7 p.m., Rowenhorst Student
Center
11-12 Movie, "That Thing You Do," 7 and 9:30p.m.
(and midnight on the 11th), Bogaard Theatre
18-19 Movie, "The Chamber," 7 and 9:30p.m.,
Bogaard Theatre
25-26 Movie, "Romeo and Juliet," 7 and 9:30p.m.,
Bogaard Theatre
ADMISSIONS
4 Visitation Day
FINE ARTS
Art Student League [uried Exhibition, Te
Paske Gallery
4 Student Recital by Linsay Carlson, soprano,
7:30p.m., Christ Chapel
5 Sioux County Oratorio Chorus in concert, 8
p.m., Christ Chapel
7 HW1tJeyBrown in concert, pianist, 7 p.m.,
Christ Chapel
8 Drama Ministries Ensemble, 7 p.m., Bogaard
Theatre
Student Recital by Nik Keele, baritone, 7:30
p.m., Christ Chapel
Calendar of Events
U.S.Army Brass Band in concert, 7:30p.m.,
Christ Chapel
Musical, "BigRiver," 8 p.m., The
Playhouse
Symphonic Band Spring Festival Concert, 3
p.m., Christ Chapel
GUESTLECTURES
25 Dr. Steven Calvin, University of Minnesota
Medical School
ACTIVITIES
2-3 Movie, "Ransom," 7 and 9:30p.m., Bogaard
Theatre
9 Baccalaureate, 8 p.m., Christ Chapel
10 Commencement, 10a.m.,DeWitt Fitness Center
DEVELOPMENT
9 Heritage Day, 12noon, DeWitt Center
(cafeteria)
Spring Reunion Dinner, 6 p.m., DeWitt Center
(cafeteria)
FINE ARTS
1 Percussion Ensemble and Chamber Ensembles
Concert, 8 p.m., Christ Chapel
16
17-19,
23-25
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Amy Risius will graduate in April from
Western Michigan University with a
master's in physical education and athletic
training. A certified athletic trainer, she
has worked as head athletic trainer for the
17-sport athletic department at Gull Lake
High School in Richland, Mich.
Brian and Tricia (Reynen '98)
Veenendaallive in Victorville, Calif.,
where he is a fourth grade teacher at
Phelan Elementary School.
'96
Lou and Christy (Hoffman) Bram live
in Vermillion, S.D., where Lou is a
graduate student in history and Christy is
a proofreader and receptionist for the local
newspaper.
Rebecca (Trost) Meyer teaches junior
high band in the River Valley School
District. She lives in Marcus.
May
